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Frm White CFA Color 2-D ToAbstract- This paper presents a novel preview-based coarse- CCD Balance Interpolation Correction filtering D

grain reconfigurable image signal processor (CRISP) for digital sensor
still cameras (DSCs). The two modes in DSCs, which have quite
different hardware considerations, make traditional implementa- Fig. 1. Image processing pipeline example for preview mode.
tion methods inefficient. One is preview mode, which needs real-
time constraints and the other one is picture-taking mode, which
requires high flexibility and capability for various algorithms in
it. Low cost design of CRISP considers simpler image pipelines in process many data simultaneously. It is not very applicable
preview mode and extends flexibility required in picture-taking since high cost and data access bottleneck from memory.
mode with proper hardware resources devotion. Algorithmic sim- Pixel processors are used by attaching functional units behind
ilarity in image pipelines and successful hardware classification each cell of image sensors for immediate processing. The
lead it to a combination of low cost and high efficiency. Coarse-
grain modules connected by reconfigurable interconnection make cost and complexity, however, grow enormously and become
it a good compromise between dedicated hardware and DSPs, unacceptable for high resolution applications.
which are suitable for only one, not all of two modes in DSCs Reconfigurable architecture seems to be a compromised so-
respectively. The experimental results show that the total gate lution between ASIC and DSP. It owns high efficiency and
count of it is 38.6K with 5.8K Byte memory. It can save more than still remains enough flexibility for different application re-
75% area from high end DSP, such as Trimedia TM1300. Besides,
CRISP reduces execution cycle number of image pipeline tasks, quirements. Thus it can be as efficient as ASIC is in preview
such as 2-D filters to only 0.17% of that required by TM1300. mode and can be flexibly reconfigured, which is similar to

what DSP does in picture-taking mode. Coarse-grain archi-
I. INTRODUCTION tecture [7] is composed with some processing elements (PEs)

Digital Still Camera (DSC) market grows rapidly in recent which are dedicated to some particular kinds of operations,
years. The image resolution now is towards more than IOM such as addition and multiplication. It is very suitable for
pixels. As image data increase enormously, image processing image pipelines in DSC, which contain many low-level image
pipelines in DSC [It]become vital. Image processing pipelines processing functions such as MACs and filters. Coase-grain
in DSC contain two different modes. One is pipeline in pre- architecture will achieve higher efficiency than FPGA [8] and
view mode, which has real-time constraints for view-finding, more hardware sharing capability. Therefore, in this paper we
This mode usually requires highly efficient hardware to meet design a coarse-grain reconfigurable image signal processor
real time constraints. The other is pipeline in picture taking which has low hardware cost, high efficiency for preview
mode which requires more complicated processing functions modes and remains high flexibility for various algorithms in
in order to generate high quality pictures [2]. This mode does picture-taking modes
not have real time constraints but requires flexibility to support 1. IMAGE PIPELINES IN DSC
various and complex algorithms.
Unlike image or video coding standards, such as JPEG and In this section, image pipelines for preview mode and
MPEG-4, there exits no standard for image processing al- picture-taking mode will be introduced. Moreover, the clas-
gorithm and many implementation methods can be utilized. sification of required algorithms will be presented.
There are mainly two traditional ways to implement image
processing pipeline in DSC: Application Specific Integrated A Iage Pipelines Introduction
Circuits (ASIC) [3] and DSP [4]. ASIC owns high efficiency As mentioned above, there are two modes of image pro-
and high performance for dedicated algorithms but it, however, cessing pipelines in DSC. In preview mode, image pipelines
does not have much flexibility for different algorithms. On the help generate color images on LCD screen from captured raw
other hand, DSP can support many kinds of image processing image data. Pipelines for this mode require real-time capability
algorithms, but its cost is much higher and it is not efficient for view-finding and are usually not very complicated. An
at most time. Some other methods are also presented, such as image pipeline example for preview mode can be illustrated in
array processors [5] and pixel processors [6]. Array processor Fig.l1. In picture-taking mode, more complex image pipelines
has many processing elements arranged in 2-D array and can are required for larger scale of input image data processing
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Fig. 2. Image processing pipeline example for picture-taking mode. picture-taking mode

TABLE I Hardware
HARDWARE CLASSIFICATION OF TYPICAL IMAGE PROCESSING PIPELINE. Configuration

Time Frame 1

Classified Hardware Modules Functionality . Time
Internal memory and 2-D registers Local data reuse (b)
Interpolation module Color interpolation
ALU module General purpose operations Fig. 3. Image pipelines in (a) preview and (b) picture-taking mode by ASIC.
Pixel-based operation module Brightness/Contrast enhancement,

Hue/Saturation enhancement,
Auto white-point detection, preview mode Used Hardware
White-Balance,peiwmd White-Balance, 1 1 ~~~~~~~~~Hardware Unused Hardware
Color gain adjustment Configuration

Mul. and Acc. (MAC) module Gamma correction, Time Frame 1
Edge enhancement, (a)
Anti-crosstalk,
Defect pixel compensation A B C D E F picture taking mode

Resample module Digital zoom-in/zoom-out
1<<Cjl D D1 E El Hardware

___Configurtigon 1

and high quality image storage. Various image pipelines are Ai Hardware
proposed, where no standard approaches exist and no real-time Configuration2
constraints are required. Therefore, highly flexible architec- Time Frame 1 Time Frame 2 Time Frame 3
tures are necessary pipeline in this mode. An image pipeline Time

for picture-taking mode can be illustrated in Fig. 2. (b)

B. Hardware Classification Fig. 4. Image pipelines in (a) preview and (b) picture-taking mode by CRISP.
Although image processing pipelines contain many process-

ing blocks, their functionalities, however, share considerable
algorithmic similarity [9]. After inspecting algorithms in image of hardware are used because of the simpler tasks in preview
processing pipelines, we made an algorithmic classification modes, and it is not very effective since most devoted resources
based on hardware functionality, which is shown in Table I. are unused. Figure. 4 shows image pipeline implemented by

the proposed preview-based reconfigurable hardware. When
III. PROPOSED CRISP ARCHITECTURE in preview mode, most hardware resources are used to meet

In this section, proposed processor architecture and its real-time requirements, as shown is Fig. 4(a). When taking a
modules are shown based on the classification of Sec. II. full resolution image, no real-time issue is required, and the

hardware can be reconfigured to handle complex processing
A. Processor Architecture Design tasks. Figure 4(b) shows two possible configurations. Configu-

In this paper, a preview-based reconfigurable architecture ration 1 separates total pipeline by functional blocks, and each
design concept is proposed. Since low level image processing block can be separated into subblocks. In time frame 1, only
algorithms share lots of operation similarity, our idea is to block A and subblock BO, B 1 are completed. In time frame 2,
devote low cost hardware for requirements in preview mode hardware is reconfigured and tasks before block E are finished.
and add some hardware resources for higher flexibility and The whole image pipeline can be done in three time frames
processing capability. In picture-taking mode, which has no until block F is finished. It is also possible to separate image
real-time constraint, the hardware can be reconfigured to pipeline tasks by amounts of data. In configuration 2, image
support algorithms having more complexity. Difference be- data is divided into two parts, and the whole pipeline flow can
tween traditional ASIC approach and our proposed approach be done part by part.
is shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. In Fig. 3, where ASIC approach Based on this idea, our proposed processor architecture is
is shown, dedicated hardware is used for image pipeline for shown in Fig. 5. It contains coarse-grain reconfigurable PBs
both modes. Since this hardware can not be reconfigured, its based on hardware classification in Sec. II. Each kind of PBs
hardware design consideration is worst case bound, as shown can be reconfigured respectively to process some operations.
in Fig. 3(b). When in preview mode, Fig. 3(a), only small parts The outputs from each PB can be stored in the off-chip
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Fig. 6. Interconnection between two PEs. 3x3 window registers and C3, C4, D3, and D4 can access data
in the rest two. Outputs of C12, D12, C34, D34, C1234, and

Themoutpusfofex t are desigatetome thameinuM ofeove,PD1234 can be sent to registers in ALU modules, where the

interconnection control from context memory. Besides data apt in geerle:pro pr lesrsTeyman be combieda
transfer, PEI also passes a valid signal which generated by with otherm l formoreprceomp algritms It continsd
control unit in PEI. When the outputs of PEt are ready to the wihoermdlsfroecmpxagrtm.Itonis

inputs of PE2, the valid signal is asserted and data transfer is ALUs, multipliers, comparators and some registers.
5) Multiplication and Accumulation (MAC) Module: MAC

permittd.sgalsfo, thet congetrolsunit FinaPE2startoe genberateitsh modules are used to handle 2-D filters and matrix operations.
vind siEnl ifor tontangeae fore Finalle theniuonmberoe There are nine FUs and each FU can generate its own outputs
kindercofnPBstisoalsonchangeable for differentrequirements. or be connected to perform matrix operations, as shown in Fig.

B. PE Module Design 9. They can also be combined with sorters in ALU modules
Accodinto te cassiicaion n Sc. 1, P modlescan

for nonlinear filter operations, such as median filters.Accordin to theclassifcation i Sec. I,PB moulesca 6) Resample Module: Resample modules are required for
digital zoom-in and zoom-out. They can support fractional

1) Memory Module: Memory modules are one of the most zoom-in/zoom-out ratio. Four points Bilinear interpolation is
important part in image processing These modules are used used so one line buffer is required for one color channel
for local data reuse and 2-D data extraction. One memory mod- resampling.
ule is composed of three kinds of elements: eleven line buffers,
three 2x2, and four 3x3 window register files, which are shown IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
in Fig. 7(a). Every kind of elements can be combined with

Fiue () hwtoposbe eor ofiuatos ThduesVerilogeHDL hadlesitoofDfithdersignd wassynthesizeds
2)li CognlforInterpoltagetionsMduer. Conlor itherpolatio mod- wihteSnossDsgnCmicto.TehM ria

ulesaresedo hadleBayepaternmagedat intrplaton 0.1 8um ASIC lbary wascse to mapgnrthedesig wnwithpeults

OutPut Mofulthisigmoul areystore insreiser ofbndwthsresi ALU modulessonialIh oa rai .6m2wihi
and terefre cnbecombned wth AU moulesto prfor much smalear fithan todeay'tighennDPsuch asmdafiterimdi

somecompicateditherpolasiiation algorithms [10] Figures 8(a) TM3'[1,woeae s169m ih08mpoes
shos tp vew f tis odue nd ver blck eprsens a Th pr oposedprceso savezomover 75e%care frpomrtfraditional

fUr shownl int Fige 8().eandD-intFxrcign.8()nepentcrossy DSPsouton
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TABLE III

12bytes 3b-tes EXECUTED CYCLE NUMBER OF TYPICAL IMAGE PIPELINE TASKS.
7;;C 1 7 ~~~~3bytes

12bytes 3b tC273b t7.- 3ytes

n1,,2bytes n 3bytes li 31234 Functional Blocks(Algorithms) TM1300 CRISP CRISP/TM1300
D 1 2 bt s3bD1ToALU White Balance(ax+y) 5,004,000 262,144 5.23%

Color Interpolation(Bilinear) 19,675,000 262,144 1.33%
0 12bytes 3bytes 2-D Filter(3x3 Window) 158,113,843 262,144 0.17%

7f C3bytes,,
E 12bytes _ _3by 4 _ Color Space Conversion(3x3 Matrix) 44,031,000 262,144 0.60%
0 3b~~~343bytes Rsml(iier

D1234 7 Resample(Bilinear) 119,843,742 262,144 0.20%(D 12bytes 3bytes D1234 ,_,
(n // 3 7L MPD 3bytes To ALU

1 2bvtes 3-----------I D34 7 module
,~D4I

(a) B. Performance
Inl source 1n2 source ln3source in4 source

;;;4;4X;;;;,;;;; 1F;;;; 512x512 test image is used for deriving cycle count and
experimental results can be shown in Table III. Our coarse-

. grain PEs can be successfully reconfigured to execute these
Adddu Add SuAdd v u Add- u tasks with one cycle per pixel respectively. Moreover, it is

ABS
ift1 Shift2 = possible to combine several tasks by on-chip reconfigurable

interconnection in one execution cycle. Therefore, the total

Add
ADC)/SUB / cycle number can be much less than that of DSP execution.
ABS V. CONCLUSION
SAHIF 41ift3

In this paper, CRISP is proposed for image pipelines in
DSC. CRISP can meet the real time constraints for previewOUT1 OUT3 OUT2

(b) modes, and also can be properly reconfigured for picture-
(b) taking modes. Compared with traditional high end DSP, such

Fig. 8. (a) Color interpolation module and (b) its FUs as Trimedia TM1300, CRISP can save more than 75% hard-
ware cost. Moreover, the executed cycle number of functional
blocks, such as 2-D filters can be reduced dramatically to only
0.17% of that executed by Trimedia TM1300.
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